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KMLNRC 81-112
Re: NRC Docket No. STN 50-482
Ref: 1) KMLNRC-008 Letter of 6/27/80 from GLKoester, KG&E,

to WCSeidle, NRC
2) KMLNRC-026 Letter of 8/29/80 from GLKoester, KG&E,

to WCSeidle, NRC
3) KMLNRC-039 Letter of 11/12/80 from GLKoester, KG&E,

to WCSeidle, NRC
4) JJfLNRC 81-061 Letter of 2/26/81 from GLKoester, KG&E,

to NCSeidle, NRC
Subj: Potential 50.55(e) - Icose Sway Strut Bttshings

| Dcar Mr. Fadsen:

This letter is written to update the status of loose sway ctrut bushings
as reported in the References for the Wcif Creek Generating Station.

In Reference 4) , we indicated that SNUPPS would submit a generic report
by June 1,1981. SNUPPS did submit a final report on June 1,1981 (SLNRC
81-37) , however, it was related to a separate generic Bergen Paterson
problem. The report on this potential 50.55(e) subject was misfiled and
was recently discovered during a routine review of our 50.55(e) files.
The report indicates that when properly installed, the bushings cannot
become completely disengaged. In addition, even when the bushings are
dislodged to the maximum extent allowed by the installation tolerances,
the sway struts are still capable of performing their safety-related
function. Consequently, since there were no significant problems which
would adversely affect the safety of the plant, we have concluded that
this matter is no longer considered to be a significaric deficiency and
is not reportable under Regulation 10CFR"0.55 (e) .

If you require any additional infonnatiors, please contact me.
s

Youra very truly, [
$10

GLK:bb fg[
cc: TVandel, NRC Site Inspector
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